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The water cycle illustrates the systemic nature of
the challenges our ocean and waters face

Source: http://archive.sswm.info/pt-pt/category/concept/water-cycle

1. Filling the knowledge and emotional gap

Each European is a
citizen of our ocean
and waters

• Digital Twin of the Ocean
• European Strategy for Marine
Science
• Streamlining existing data, models
and services

2030

Marine and
freshwater
observation is
streamlined and
accessible to all via a
digital twin of the
ocean and all waters

• Pan-European Blue education
programmes
• European blue regeneration voluntary
corps and ambassadors
• Citizen’s science with larger public
engagement
• New Blue workforce
• Active cooperation and co-ownership
by all public authorities

2. Regenerating marine and water ecosystems
30 percent of EUwaters are highly to
fully protected

Active regeneration
of 20 percent of
degraded habitats
Renaturalise rivers
and waters

End overfishing

•
•
•
•

Expansion of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)
EU level definition of Marine Protected Area
Effective management plans
Coherent network of MPAs with local stakeholders

EU Blue Parks Programme
Pilot Blue Recovery Nursery
Protection of biodiversity hotspots
Large scape regeneration project for every Member
State
•
•
•
•

Remove obstacles to sediment flows
Remove hydro morphological pressures
EU wide de-damming programme
Solutions for storage of water in the landscape

•
•
•
•

EU Low Impact Fishing Strategy
Equip fishing vessels with geo-positioning systems
Reduce incidental catches
Most destructive fishing practices are phased out

3. Zero pollution
Zero plastic litter
generation
Eutrophication of
European seas and
waters is halted

Zero spill

Underwater noise
is regulated and
reduced

• Zero plastic pollution pilot in the Mediterranean sea
• Ban of all single use plastics and intentionally
added micro plastics
• Reusability and recycling of all plastics in the EU

• Reduction of loss of nutrients into the environment
• Reduction of use and risks of pesticides
• Advanced treatment of urban waste water

•
•
•
•

Introduce EU Green Shipping label
Reduce waste and container loss from shipping
Reduce run off of micro pollutants
Halt dumping of red muds and contaminated
sediments

• Enact regulation of underwater noise
• Reduce underwater acoustic emissions
• Noise free zones

4. Decarbonising our ocean and seas
Climate-neutral
waterborne transport

Support the energy
transition through
renewable, lowimpact ocean energy

Zero-carbon
aquaculture

2030
A thriving blue
biotech

Climate neutral blue
tourism

5. Revamping governance
An integrated
and participatory
EU-system of
ocean and water
governance

EU leadership
for effective
global ocean
governance

• European Ocean and Water Agency
• European Blue Citizens’ Forum
• Integrated Ocean and Water Plan for
Europe
• EU Ocean and Water Summit

• UN Agreement on areas beyond national
jurisdiction
• International ban on activities causing
seabed habitat loss
• IUU fishing eradication
• International Standards for ports harbours
and shipping
• UN agreement on protection of major rivers
• Ocean governance agreements with
strategic partners
• Circular economy agreements with
Mediterranean riparian countries to ban
and recycle plastic

Important points
• Missions are about R&I, but not limited to it
• Strong emphasis on the Ocean, but to find solutions the
water system approach is key
• Implementation through various funding mechanisms
and their combinations as well as through better
enforcement of relevant EU legislation
• Integration into different policy sectors necessary for
the successful implementation of the Mission

• Cooperation between missions, esp. Adaptation, Cities
and Oceans&Waters.
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Where do we stand now?
● The report of the Mission Board was delivered to the
Commission in September 2020
● The mandate of the Board was extented till June 2021

● Citizen engagement activities in the Member States
continue
● Implementation plan under preparation in the
Commission, including MS consultation
● Decision on the Missions in June?
● CSA call for each mission to be opened soon

Thank
you!
Thank
you !

